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Maintenance Instructions and Directions for Use
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English

Important notes for specialist retailers and end users
Please read carefully before using!
These instructions must be kept by the end user
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2. Reading the Maintenance Instructions and Directions for Use
These instructions are geared towards trained fitters and require knowledge of installation
techniques.
Terrazza roofs may only be installed by specially qualified personnel with
corresponding installation experience.
Unless otherwise stated, these maintenance and directions for use always presume that the
Terrazza is shown from the following angle:
Figure 1: View template

a
i

2.1

Exterior
Interior

Validity of these instructions

The weinor roof has been approved for export and Germany.
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3. Safety notes
The assembly and operating instructions must be read and observed.
Observe the corresponding accident prevention regulations.
Ensure when installing the Terrazza that all existing electrical connections are disconnected.
Cordon off a large space around the installation site.
Check that all scaffolding and building facilities are duly safe and secure.
Observe the stipulations relating to dowels and fixing materials.
Only work with fully intact and appropriate tools.
Keep plastic sheeting, packaging material and small parts away from children – risk of
suffocation!
For personal safety, it is important that these instructions are complied with.
Non-compliance means the manufacturer does not carry any liability.
The customer must retain all instructions, and if the product is sold, they must be given to the
new owner.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.1

Fundamental safety notes

DANGER
Personal injury
Risk of personal injury due to improper use of the Terrazza.
Please read and observe the safety notes contained in this section.

CAUTION
Product and property damage
Risk of damage to the product and property due to improper use of the Terrazza.
Please read and observe the safety notes contained in this section.

4. Description of construction and function
Only high-quality low-corrosion or corrosion-resistant materials are used in the Terrazza. The
profiles are made of extruded aluminium. All connecting parts, such as screws, are made of
stainless steel. All outside aluminium parts are powder coated.
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5. Maintenance
5.1
•
•
•
•
•
5.2

Cleaning
Clean aluminium parts and aluminium profiles
Clean the glass panels
Clean the water drains
Guidelines for winter months
General cleaning guidelines
General cleaning guidelines

Acids and aggressive cleaning agents such as abrasives, steel wool, scouring pads and
knives/blades, as well as solvent-based cleaners (thinner, benzene) are not suitable cleaning
materials and may cause irreparable damage.
All regulations relating to accident prevention, environmental compliance and sealing off the
immediate surroundings must be observed at all times.
Never use pressure washers. Pressure washers can damage rubber seals and seals around onsite connections or cause them to pop out.

CAUTION
Damage to the product
Particularly in saltwater areas, there is a possibility that salt may disperse or accumulate on the
product.
 Wash off any salt deposits at regular intervals or as required, but no less than twice a year.
Recommendation: Call in a specialist company to do the work for you.
This is a good way to protect the aluminium parts and their surface from being corroded by
salty water.
5.3
•
•
5.4
•
•
•
•

Cleaning powder-coated aluminium parts and profiles
So that you may enjoy your Terrazza for many years to come, we recommend that you clean
the aluminium profiles at least once a year – and even more often if heavily soiled.
To do so, use plain water only, which may also contain minor amounts of pH-neutral or very
weakly alkaline detergents.
Cleaning the glass panels
Use ample amounts of clean water to avoid dirt particles scratching the surface.
Use neutral cleaning agents as far as possible to clean the glass panels.
Do not use sharp objects to clean the glass panels as these may damage the glass.
In the case of sand-blasted glass surfaces (e.g. satin glass) with or without anti fingermark
finish (special surface coating), clean the glass using clear water and a soft cloth only. The use
of aggressive alkaline-based or acid-based cleaning agents will result in damage to the anti
fingermark finish.
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5.5

Cleaning the water drains

To ensure proper water drainage, make sure that all water drains have been cleared of coarse dirt
and foreign bodies. Also clear any snow and ice in winter.
Figure 2: Cleaning

A
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On custom-shaped roofs, non-rectangular roofs or on roofs with sloping guttering especially, check
the flow of the water drain from the roof's surface to the guttering and keep it clear at all times.
Figure 3: Cleaning a customised roof

A

Run a thorough check of the drainage from the roof's surface to the guttering

Figure 4: Cleaning sloping guttering 2

A
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5.6
•

•
•

Important guidelines for the winter season
During wintry conditions and snowfalls, and when temperatures fluctuate around freezing point,
you may find snow has settled and/or ice has formed on inner and outer parts or inside the
bottom guide profile, which may result in leafs, locks or catches freezing and you being unable
to use these parts. These are not product deficiencies. In the worst-case scenario, the unit will
no longer open.
To restore the parts in question to full operability, you will need to free them from any snow and
ice in the proper manner.
On custom-shaped roofs (non-rectangular roofs), snow or ice deposits may result in the roof
becoming deformed. Be sure therefore to remove these snow and ice deposits at all costs.

Figure 5: Removing avalanching snow

A
B
C

Avalanching snow
House
Terrazza roof

The Terrazza is not designed to withstand extreme snowfalls or avalanching snow. Snow must be
cleared from the roof's surface.
5.7

Maintenance work

Only ever clean the Terrazza. All maintenance work should be left to specialists.
• Check the ventilation and awning systems and adjust if necessary
• Inspect the heating system
• Check the electronics and control units
• Touch up/repair any damage to the paintwork on the aluminium profiles
• Check that all rubber gaskets and permanently elastic seals are correctly positioned
• Check the grouting and repair if necessary
• Check all gaskets, seals, etc. between the Terrazza and the on-site connections, and repair as
necessary
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6. Directions for use
Moisture (condensation) may become noticeable on closed roofs, e.g. roofs with fitted glazing
elements. Condensation is not necessarily an indication of errors in the construction itself or the
materials used. In most cases, it occurs due to a lack of ventilation. The higher temperature inside
the Terrazza causes more moisture to accumulate on the inside than on the outside. As the
temperature drops, e.g. during the night, the moisture turns into condensation, initially forming on
the coldest surfaces. As a rule, front and corner areas are the first to be affected. If this is allowed
to persist, mildew or mould may form as a result. People, plants, adjacent rooms, or adjoining
buildings are all possible sources of moisture. Please therefore ensure there is sufficient
ventilation, including in critical areas, such as corner posts or behind furniture.
The Terrazza is a non-thermally-insulated structure. As a result, the interior may become very hot
when the Terrazza is exposed to high outside temperatures or lots of sunlight, or may turn very
cold in the winter or when the outside temperature is low.
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7. Exploded drawing
Figure 6: Exploded drawing of Terrazza Originale
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Item Designation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48

Guttering cover plate
Cover plate for DT110 to wall
Cover plate for DT150 to wall
Wall connection cover plate
Cover cap for guttering angle bracket
Left-hand guttering cover cap, complete
Right-hand guttering cover cap, complete
Cap for roof support 110
Cap for roof support 150
Cover cap for post plate
Side roof support cover strip
Top profile 15x20
Top profile 16 mm
Left cap for post plate to wall
Right cap for post plate to wall
Aluminium base for post
Post-to-guttering connection
Conn. profile Post 180°
Angle brack. for posts
Angle bracket for guttering
Guttering
Universal coupling for guttering
Roof support 110
Roof support 150
Downpipe seal
Slide-in profile for post
Downpipe 53x1.5
Downpipe coupling, 53x1.5
Small base plate for post
Glass support with rubber
Glazing bead for roof support
Wall connection glazing bead
Leaf guard
Mounting plate for DT110, compl.
Mounting plate for DT150, compl.
Post
Post plate for wall
Transom
Top profile for transom
Pipe bend 87°
Clamp D53
Screw socket, complete
Wall connection 134
Wall connection 175
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Item
(untreated)
100429
101115
100432
100431
107850
100389
100389
110329
109435
108017
116214
114926
101061
108017
108017
None
100387
109030
101082
107851
101046
109807
101039
101038
101057
101172
111963
112007
116837
107895
101040
101045
113388
None
None
101048
108128
101047
100067
111870
101123
None
101051
101042

Item
Remarks
(painted)
102177
102231
102232
102178
108051
102176
102176
110331
109872
108127
116240
115080
102223 Optional
108127
108127
102234
102175
109031
None
108052
102215
None
102208
102207
None
None
112008
112008
116838
108220
102209
102214
None
101186
101187
102217
108320
102216
102144
111871
102233
112061
102219
102211
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49
50
51
52

Top section of wall connection 34
Top section of wall connection 74
Top section of wall connection 110
Side wall connection
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101054
101043
101044
108113

102222
102212
102213
101159
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8. Engineering/production-related features
As with all industrially produced products, weinor Terrazza roofs may also contain unavoidable
blemishes, which must be accepted for what they are. You may rest assured that we constantly
seek to provide the best possible quality and keep enhancing it. The types of blemishes that may
arise include:
Feature

Potential cause

Remedy
How?

Creaking noises in
the guttering or
roof support

Condensation
glass panes

on

Tiny air bubbles in
glass

Minor scratches in
the glass

Different materials expand
differently when warm.
This may result in an audible
creaking sound.

None, as the expansion is
unavoidable.

Condensation forms as a result
of water vapour in the air
dripping onto cold surfaces
when the air is below its socalled dew point temperature.

Cannot be remedied
The
possibility
of
condensation
occurring
cannot be excluded.
The
amount
of
condensation
can
be
reduced by:
Airing
Heating
Change of use

Minor quantities of air have
been trapped in the glass
during production and show up
as bubbles.

Cannot be remedied
A visual assessment is
generally
made
in
accordance
with
the
guidelines of the respective
national associations and/or
the manufacturers.

Production tolerances

Replace the panes/leafs
A visual assessment is
generally
made
in
accordance
with
the
guidelines of the respective
national associations and/or
the manufacturers.
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Feature

Potential cause

Pimples
on
powder-coated
parts

Minor accumulations have
arisen while powder coating
the parts.

Remedy
How?

By

See

Cannot be remedied
A visual assessment is
generally
made
in
accordance
with
the
guidelines of the respective
national associations and/or
the manufacturers.

/

/

/

/

R&P/E
C

/

EC

5.6

Minor deviations in
the
colour
of
powder-coated
parts

Despite using the same RAL
colours, there is always a
possibility of two parts being
slightly different in colour. This
especially occurs when using
metal or iron effect paint.

Cannot be remedied
A visual assessment is
generally
made
in
accordance
with
the
guidelines of the respective
national associations and/or
the manufacturers.

Minor scratches on
powder-coated
parts

Production tolerances

Touch-up pen
A visual assessment is
generally
made
in
accordance
with
the
guidelines of the respective
national associations and/or
the manufacturers.

Flash
pollutants

rust,

Particles in the air settle on the
unit's components, resulting in
minor traces of corrosion.

Treat with water and/or
standard household stainless
steel cleaners

Legend:
R&P - retailers and partners
EC - end customer
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9. Other weinor products
Your dream patio any time of year
No matter how you want to use your patio, weinor has the right products for you – awnings, patio
roofs, Glasoase® and conservatories.
Your weinor partner is an experienced specialist who will gladly provide you with advice on
everything from planning to realising your product. They will help you turn your patio dreams into
reality and are there whenever you need help or advice,
to give you peace of mind from the very beginning.

1
2
3
4

Awnings
Patio roofs
Glass oasis
Conservatories

weinor GmbH & Co. KG
Mathias-Brüggen Straße 110
50829 Cologne (Germany)
www.weinor.com
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